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so the question that you in no way need answered, that
you probably weren't thinking about at all until you saw
this tweet, is:
"Is J.K. Rowling a terf?"
I just went through all the accounts she follows -- it's a
pretty small list, under 700 -- and here's what I found.
@/magdalenberns is a terf. her timeline is just crammed with anti-trans hostility.
@/damcou is a sneering transphobe. here's the search query:
https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Adamcou%20trans
@/glosswitch speaks up in support of Bindel and believes that trans women are
violent men.
@/hadleyfreeman, another bindel supporter, supports transphobes and transphobic
causes while trying to claim she's not a terf.
@/victoriapeckham is a high-profile terf who believes trans kids don't really kill
themselves all that often, and is incidentally a swerf as well
@/jolyonMaugham says trans women are women... except when any specific policy
issue comes up, or self-ID, when he about-faces into 'it's complicated' and 'both
sides'. https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ajolyonmaugham%20trans
@/claireshrugged thinks that trans women are 'biologically male' and cannot be
lesbians.
@/intjewcon is openly and vigorously transphobic, including saying that trans
activism makes her 'a little homicidal' https://twitter.com/search?
q=from%3Aintjewcon%20trans
@/excelpope thinks that trans women change their gender ID just to abuse women
(among other lovely terf garbage in the timeline)
@/jessphillips, claims to support trans people but also draws a distinction between
'trans women' and 'women's spaces' -- she doesn't think trans women are women, in
other words.
@/francesbarber13 "hate[s] trans activists". She thinks trans women should be
excluded from sports.
And, of course, she follows glinner.
So you're probably thinking: okay, she follows a lot of transphobes and terfs. She likes

and retweets them. But this is probably just for balance, right? She wants to see a
variety of viewpoints.
In the interests of fairness, I'll now document all the trans activists and trans activism
orgs she follows:
...
That's it! That's all of them.
Revealing, huh?
I don't think we should bother with the 'middle aged moment' thing any longer. It's a
fig leaf we should no longer allow her.
She's a fucking terf. She has been all along. The only reason she hasn't said so openly
is that she wants to keep raking in LGBTQ fan dollars.
When you give her your money, you're giving money to a terf. When you support her
claims to being lgbtq positive, you're providing rhetorical cover for a terf.
When you play the new harry potter game on your phone, you're giving support and
ad dollars to a terf.
When you normalize her behavior with 'middle aged moment' you're normalizing
transphobia and hate.
to anticipate anobjection: not all of these people are transphobes all the time. it's
possible that you might follow some of them for their other political views.
but there are 3 or 4 whose transphobia is so loud and constant that it's impossible to
believe she didn't see it.
You don't follow glinner or victoriapeckham innocently. they are trash-fires of
transphobia and hate, and you can't look at their timelines without being swamped in
it.
Here's some more, with bonus antisemitism!

sinéad
@sineadactually

sad duty to inform you @jk_rowling has had another "middle
aged moment", this time following one of the most outrageously

transphobic bigots in britain. how many "moments" has she had
now, 3, 4, 5, more than that?
5,457 6:03 PM - Jun 23, 2019
2,836 people are talking about this

and, as always when a thread of mine goes viral in a minor way:
I encourage you to check out my partner @chrysoula's novels, which are modern
fantasy without any transphobia! they center women and neurodiverse people! they
are also really really good!
https://books2read.com/ap/RDMD4o/Chrysoula-Tzavelas
>>> for sanity, i'm now muting this thread! thanks for reading

😊 <<<

Hello, people from Mary Sue!
Here is the thought I'd like you to take away from this:
Do you think it would indicate something about someone's character if they followed
David Duke, Richard Spencer, and Ben Shapiro... but not a single person of color?
What if they had a history of occasionally liking tweets from those people?
Would that balance -- no POC, but multiple racists, including extremely vile and
virulent racists -- seem reasonable to you, like someone seeking a 'balance of
viewpoints'?
Her reps said, when asked about this: "J.K. Rowling won’t be commenting. However,
we know she follows on Twitter a wide range of people she finds interesting or
thought-provoking."
How 'wide' is that range, that it excludes all trans activists and activist orgs?
What sorts of 'thoughts' are being 'provoked' by a diet of strictly TERFs?
I mean, this is as good as an admission that she doesn't consider anything trans
people say worthwhile.
Who doesn't love a blockbuster sequel?!
THREAD CONTINUES!
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Since I posted a thread about Rowling's followers, she's added
two more. Let's take a look!
476 7:48 PM - Jun 26, 2019
217 people are talking about this
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